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1: Fun Bible Talks Object Lessons Sermons for Children's Ministry
The sermons are short, but there are some good ideas to expand on. I have had trouble finding a book like this, so I'm
glad to have it. The stories or ideas could be a little longer though for a children's sermon.

How big is a Christian? Christian Maturity is not measured in inches or years, but in the way we share our
love Ask the chidren: Then suggest that the tallest person present whom you have determined ahead of time
come forward, as he or she could be the biggest Christian around. Have the kids measure his or her height,
neck, biceps, etc. What are some good Christian values, can you think of any? What makes us good and big
Christians? How about having love? Can you measure love with a tape measure? We must grow in inches as
well as in love. How do we grow in love to God and our neighbors? Take suggestions prayer, going to church,
worship, reading bible, listening, learning from each other, etc. Faith or Trust Object: A variation of the
well-known, let yourself be blindfolded and then fall backwards into the arms of someone who will catch you.
Ask for a volunteer from among the children. Explain that the volunteer would be blind-folded and then
receive directions from you to walk from predetermined points A to B in the sanctuary. The goal is to get the
volunteer there without bumping into things. Ask before blindfolding the child: Pack Up Your Troubles
Object: Ask them what it would be like to get rid of them. Tell them that Jesus invites us to cast all of our
burdens on Him, in a sense, to pack up all of our troubles and send them off to Him. Invite all the kids to
crumble up their concerns and throw the into the box. Have one volunteer help you "pack" the box with
strapping tape. Make a big show of this. Then write on the box with a big magic marker: And when we get rid
of all of our burdens, we are free to walk in the light again with him. Lesson Theme Temptation I took pie
plates and wrote temptations like stealing, Lying, Disobeying, Cussing, and then I wrote a scripture below that
goes with each temptation. I then told the story of Jesus in the wilderness for 40 days and 40 nights. I talked
about how Jesus used the word of God to fight temptation. Then I brought out one of our workers dress with a
devil mask and we put the devil in our western jail and just his head was sticking out from the bars then I took
the pie plates and talked to the kids how the devil tempts us with these sins. I took each individual pie plate
and talked about the temptation and what the word of God says about it and we filled the pie plate with whip
cream and I let some of the kids give the devil a pie in the face. Advent II - the voice in the desert cries,
"Prepare the way! Get the house [heart] ready: Joy shared is what God has in mind. Lesson Holding on to sin
get a jar just big enough for them to put their hand through then put a ball in that just fits, ask them to grab it
with thier hands, now they can not remove their hands. If the jar is one that you can not see through so much
the better. Then I tell them as long as they hold on to that ball of sin they can not get free, but if you release it
the sin you can get free. Lesson 9 April Jeremiah text. Just an idea that I have not finished thinking over yet.
Try using an idea about a 2nd chance at life. That way you can incorporate a heart transplant or heart reapir.
By giving us a 2nd chance with a new heart - so too God gives us a 2nd chance. Using this meataphor then
move to something that has been broken Lesson A pencil with an eraser on it, Tell the children about God
writing their name down in the book of life, He does it with our accepting Him into our lives and the eraser is
used to remove all the sins we have committed. Nothing we have done will be brought with us when we meet
Jesus in heaven. A small church pastor. Have someone under a sheet as if on an operating table. Use a
stethascope and "listen" to the bad things the stone says, and then the good things the heart says. Based on
Ezekiel Then blindfold someone and lead them through telling them directions. Explain that in a maze we
cannot see the whole picture but if you were in an airplane it would be much easier to get through the maze. In
the same manner God can see our lives and he has a set plan, we have to listen to him in order to get out of the
maze of life the best and easiest way. Lesson Regarding Mark 4: The effect of a storm is given as you add
milk to it and watch it disperse. Gradually it settles When we turn to Christ amid our "Storms in teacups" he
settles us. This illustration is best used in a clear cup. VW Lesson Lesson on helping other Christians. Objects
needed - several strands of dry spaghetti, a bundle of dry spaghetti, and a bundle of spaghetti already boiled.
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Tell the kids that one Christian standing alone cannot do much by themselves. Demonstrate this by taking the
single strands of dry spaghetti and standing them up straight and one at a time pressing down on them and
breaking them. Tell the kids that several Christians together can accomplish a lot. Demonstrate this by taking
the dry bundle, stand it up straight and hit it against the table. This bundle may experience breakage on the
outside but most of the strands will not break. Then tell the kids that when you mix non-Christians the wet
spaghetti with Christians the dry spaghetti you get a problem. Right before your lesson time, wrap some dry
spaghetti around the wet spaghetti and bundle it up with a rubber band. The dry strands will not stand strong
because of the "sin" from the wet strands rubbing off on them. Pick any scriptures on Unity or One body.
Without the congregation hearing, tell the children "Jesus Saves" and that they need to share this exciting
news with others. Then have the children disperse throughout the congregation telling people that "Jesus
Saves". The congregation are instructed to spread the good news to the person sitting beside them and so on
When the children come back to their places explain that this is the only way that others will know about Jesus
- WE must be excited to tell them and they will be excited to tell their friends too. You can use the bible story
of Simon Peter running home to tell his brother that he had just met Jesus. Fubler Lesson Sin a spool of thread.
Have child stand up and wrap a strand around them and then have them break it by holding out their arms.
Only God can break the power of sin. Lesson Childrens sermon on revival. Drop an alka seltzer in a clear
glass and let the children observe the bubbling. Point out the bubbles on the side of the glass. Revivals should
bring the "new" Christian experience back and gives us that "new" salvation joy. A long time youth worker
and avid Children Sermon presenter. Then stir the water and watch the action start again, maybe not as
actively but it will start bubbling again. Revivals should bring the "new" Christian experience back and give
us that "new" salvation joy. To demonstrate that no matter who we are or what we look like God loves us all
the same. Take a deck of cards, show the kids the cards and ask them if they want to play a game. Before hand
place 4 black cards in a row in front then a red one. The name of the game is fire and water. Tell them to yell
water when they see a black card and fire when they see a red one. Then hold the cards so that when they yell
fire you can spray the cards at them. While they are laughing and picking up the cards talk a little about high
cards and low cards and queens vrs aces. Then ask for a volunteer. Have him rip a 3 in half. Then ask the kids
if they thought it ripped because it was a low card. Have him rip a king in half. THen a black card vrs red.
Then give him the whole deck and tell him to rip it in half. Even a child by just being part of our congregation
helps to make us all stronger in Christ. Lesson I have volunteered to do a Childrens Communion Awareness
class. I am planning to make our minister a new stole, as well as the kids are going to make their own to wear.
We are also going to make the bread for communion, and our minister is going to let the Children help with
the serving of communion. There is so much I could do with this subject.
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2: Free Bible Object Lessons
A full year's worth of object talks! Use for children's sermons or to supplement any Sunday School curriculum, children's
ministry program, day school or home school curriculum.

We can think of them as short, simple parables. Jesus used parables at all times of the day and in a variety of
circumstances and locations. His teaching was ongoing. They can help us understand difficult concepts such as
the Trinity. Bible Object Lessons from the Kitchen A chocolate cake can also teach a wonderful Bible object
lesson on the truth of Romans 8: Or another "cooking" Bible object lesson uses a recipe to teach that we can
know what we believe to be true because "the proof is in the pudding! Use a sponge to teach how to respond
when the "squeeze" is on Simple objects such as an apple or water both can help children better although not
completely understand the concept of the Trinity. Most of our kids play or at least watch different types of
sports. What every time they went to football practice or saw a football game come on TV, it reminded them
of how they can put on the armor of God?! A variety of sports equipment can be used to demonstrate how you
need the right equipment to play a certain sport correctly. Use this to teach how Solomon tried a lot of wrong
things to find purpose in life or how we each need to use the spiritual gifts and talents God has given us in the
places of service He wants us to be. To teach a Bible lesson on sin, use a misspelled word, chalkboard, and an
eraser. This one is a lot of fun with kids! The pencil story shares how important forgiveness and having Jesus
on the "inside" is what really matters and makes us each uniquely useful in the hand of God! They are
continuing to add new ones too! Bible Object Lessons for Children Sometimes you may need Bible object
lessons for specific age groups - children including preschoolers as well as grade schoolers. Using simple
objects as visuals will make these times even more memorable and effective. Still others have learned to use
Gospel Illusions to present visual illustrations for Biblical truths. There is no "magic" involved. Bible Object
Lessons for Youth or Teens There are Bible object lessons written specifically to be used with youth or teens.
Take a look at 63 more Christian object talks arranged from A-Z for youth too. Leading our families In
Deuteronomy 4: The Lord our God, the Lord is one. Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all
your soul and with all your strength. These commandments that I give you today are to be upon your hearts.
Impress them on your children. Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road,
when you lie down and when you get up. Tie them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your
foreheads. Write them on the doorframes of your houses and on your gates. Simple but memorable Christian
lessons to teach powerful Bible truths that will have lasting and practical effects. It will be like putting feet to
your Bible Study!
3: Object Lessons, Talks - Bible Teachers Training Resources
The Big Book of Kids Sermons and Object Talks by Gospel Light A full year's worth of object talks! Useful for children's
sermons or to supplement any Sunday school curriculum, children's ministry program, Christian school, or homeschool
curriculum.

4: Children's Sermons â€” www.enganchecubano.com
A full year's worth of object talks! Useful for children's sermons or to supplement any Sunday school curriculum,
children's ministry program, Christian school, or homeschool curriculum. Discussion questions help make each object
talk relevant to students' lives.
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